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The article discusses the issue of influencer marketing in the context of social, technological and individual changes that affect the
effectiveness of marketing communications. Limitations resulting from consumer preferences, media fragmentation and information
overload make it increasingly difficult for brands to build awareness and reach audiences. Influencer marketing is an area that is
increasingly willing to be used in the communication mix, but also in this area, we observe a growing number of limitations, which are
worth being aware of when planning activities in this area. The purpose of this paper is to identify the limitations arising from the use of
algorithms by social media platforms that determine the layout and visibility of content in the feed. The author developed an overview of
algorithm changes on the Instagram platform and reviewed the literature on this issue concerning the Instagram platform, which is
indicated as the most frequently used by marketers for activities in the field of influencer marketing. Visibility restrictions due to algorithms
affect not only brands but also influencers. However, influencers take a number of actions to recognise the rules imposed by algorithms,
thus building greater visibility for their content. Additionally, they can support brands with their expert experience. Therefore, the choice
of an influencer for cooperation should, in addition to essential parameters related to brand fit, consider the effectiveness of reaching new
audiences through the skilful use of knowledge and experience in the changing rules of algorithms.
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Introduction

The transition of the 20th into the 21st century is a period of many
significant and often revolutionary changes related to or initiated by the
spread of information technology. The main carrier of these changes was
the emergence of the Internet and the possibility of direct, single- or multi-
-person communication and direct interaction. The digital economy is
changing the realities of marketing communications, its forms, the palette
of available tools and subsequent breakthroughs in the areas of
relationship building, sales and advertising. These challenges are
considered in numerous academic publications (Mazurek & Tkaczyk, 2016;
Gregor & Kaczorowska-Spychalska, 2018; Bartosik-Purgat, 2019; Wiktor 
& Sanak-Kosmowska, 2021). With the emergence of social media, Internet

Artykuł omawia zagadnienie influencer marketingu w kontekście zmian społecznych, technologicznych i jednostki, mających wpływ na
skuteczność komunikacji marketingowej. Ograniczenia wynikające zarówno z preferencji konsumentów, fragmentacji mediów, jak i nad-
miaru informacji sprawiają, że markom coraz trudniej jest budować świadomość i docierać z komunikacją do odbiorców. Influencer mar-
keting jest obszarem, który coraz chętniej jest wykorzystywany w miksie marketingowym, jednak i w tym zakresie obserwujemy coraz
większą ilość ograniczeń, których warto być świadomym na etapie planowania aktywności w tym obszarze. Celem artykułu jest identyfi-
kacja ograniczeń wynikających ze stosowania przez platformy mediów społecznościowych algorytmów decydujących o układzie i widocz-
ności publikowanych treści. Autorka opracowała przegląd zmian algorytmu na platformie Instagram a także dokonała przeglądu literatury
poświęconej temu zagadnieniu w odniesieniu do platformy Instagram, która jest wskazywana jako najchętniej stosowana przez markete-
rów do działań w obszarze influencer marketingu. Ograniczenia widoczności wynikające ze stosowania algorytmów dotyczą nie tylko ma-
rek, ale także Influencerów. Influencerzy podejmują jednak szereg działań zmierzających do rozpoznania reguł narzuconych przez algoryt-
my, budując tym samym większą widoczność swojego kontentu. Dodatkowo mogą wspierać marki swoim eksperckim doświadczeniem.
Wybór influencera do współpracy powinien więc, obok podstawowych parametrów związanych z jego dopasowaniem do marki, uwzględ-
niać jego skuteczność w docieraniu do nowych odbiorców poprzez umiejętne wykorzystanie wiedzy i doświadczenia dotyczących zmie-
niających się reguł algorytmów. 
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participants gained the opportunity for creative expression, exchange of
experiences, and creation of original content, with almost no restrictions.It
follows that users familiar with the usage of Internet-based technologies
were the main source from which the newly emergent Internet-based
business models at the time derived their principal utility and value, and in
particular the emergence of the advent of social-media-based marketing
gave rise to a new generation of businesses that typically channelised 
a significant portion of their revenue from avid social-media users. Internet
users, especially on social media, became both receivers and creators of the
offered value. Their influence on consumer decisions remains
unquestionable today-from simple decisions related to choosing 
a restaurant, a book to read or a museum worth visiting in a given location,
or booking a specific destination for a business trip or family vacation; to
decisions that change economic, social and political reality, such as shaping
beliefs and decisions in parliamentary or presidential elections. Creators
using the Internet have thus become another source of information,
competing for consumers' attention with professional information services,
trade media and the so-called 'reliable sources of information'. This is due
to the premises mentioned above, namely dissemination and development
of digital technologies, including mobile technologies. In addition, the
opportunity to contact and learn about the opinions and experiences of
people similar to oneself, i.e. ordinary people constituting users of the
Internet and social media, possibly from one's own or a related interest
group, has gained importance (Kaczorowska-Spychalska, 2020).

Regulatory Forces in a Creative Environment

User-generated content (UGC) is typically created voluntarily. In other
words, it is not paid for by its creators. Creative expression can take many
forms, given the available and growing opportunities to share knowledge,
news, creativity and activities of all kinds. Digital creators express
themselves mainly through photos/images on platforms such as Instagram,
Pinterest and Snapchat; and through video formats using TikTok,
YouTube and Vine. They publish their advice, opinions, comments and
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analyses not only in virtual spaces dedicated to longer forms, such as blogs,
but also in the form of shorter statements and updates on commonly visited
social networking sites, such as Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn or Quora. The
mentioned activities do not exhaust all possible forms of expression. In the
area of content creation, it is also worth mentioning the publication of
reviews, e.g. on Amazon or TripAdvisor, comments and content within
sharing platforms such as Uber or Airbnb, crowdfunding activities, e.g. on
the Kickstarter platform, or contributing to the content forming part of
Wikipedia.

The quality of posted content is increasingly subject to scrutiny,
although it is essential to keep in mind that both the subject matter and the
medium's specifics will influence the message's final reception. However, as
previous studies have shown, reviews posted online by independent
community members are usually consistent with expert opinions (Luca,
2015).

It is worth noting that the Internet environment, especially the space
allowing for the creation of independent content by individual creators, is
increasingly subject to the activities of companies, politicians and other
centres wishing to exert influence through the mass formulation of
opinions. This involves not only activities that stimulate interest in a given
issue, company or politician, such as generating posts or comments on
request, and paying for promotional activities using, for example,
influencers or influential experts, but also unethical activities of these
entities such as fake reviews. Their scale may be difficult to estimate. 
A study by Luca and Zerwas (2016) analysed over 316,000 reviews of
restaurants operating in the Boston area using an algorithm developed by
Yelp. They identified 16% of the reviews flagged as suspicious by the
algorithm. This takes on particular significance because previously
published content influences subsequent publications and their tone. 
A study by Muchnik, Aral, and Taylo (2013), which analysed content
published on a platform with the ability to rate articles by voting, showed
that information with positive votes increased the likelihood of attracting
subsequent positive votes by 32% (Luca, 2015).

On the other hand, we have all kinds of 'distortions' in the visibility of
published content resulting from the content sharing algorithm imposed by
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social media platforms. The algorithm and the criteria that are taken into
account play a key role in selecting the content displayed and ultimately
determining what content among all the content published will be seen by
the users of the platforms (Skorus, 2020). According to Instagram's Head of
Product, only half of the content published by profiles, including brand
profiles, is visible to those who follow those profiles (https://influmarketing.pl/
algorytm-instagrama-2021-duzo-nowej-wiedzy-od-samego-instagrama/,
2022). Additionally, often the exact workings of the algorithm are not made
public, other than what areas of publishing activity are considered in the
construction of the algorithm. In June 2021, the Head of Instagram, Adam
Mosseri, published an article that closely examines how content display
mechanisms work on Instagram. The article begins with the sentence, 'It's
hard to trust what you don't understand.' (Mosseri, 2021).

Changes in the display of content on the Instagram platform are
presented in Table 1.

Raychoudhury (2022), Meta's Vice President and Head of Research,
argues-in his article published on Meta's corporate portal-against the
growing voices that have pointed out that social media algorithms exercise
a significant, and even predominant, influence on the already-ascendant
polarisation of society and the formation of information bubbles. The
article emphasises that the contribution of social media to the phenomena
described is much more complex, and the mainstream media play a more
significant role in disinformation. A 2019 study conducted by Nielsen on 
a sample of more than 25,000 respondents found that only 9% of consumers
are confident of the impartiality of the algorithms behind the so-called
social media feed (Cigionline.org, 2020).
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Table 1. Changes in content visibility mechanisms on the Instagram platform

Date 
of Description of changes

change

2010 A chronological display of posts. Introduction of hashtags.

2012 Facebook acquisition/sharing of data and functionality.

2013 In-app photo tagging; sharing a 15-s video; an advertising feature in the form of sponsored posts
appearing in a shared feed with other posts; the ability to send Direct Messages (direct private
messages).

2014 New business solutions and analytics in the application.

2015 New ad formats to enable interactions such as app installations; mailing list signups and link visits;
increasing video length from 15 s to 30 s for advertisers.

2016 Changed content display from chronological to ranking; changes to algorithm affecting the visibility 
of posts based on the likelihood of post interest, engagement and relationship between viewer and
publisher, among other factors; added Stories feature-video and photos visible for up to 24 h;
algorithm dedicated exclusively to Stories; new live-video Streaming feature. 

2017 An algorithm change that makes a post's popularity dependent on the level of audience interaction
with the post (engagement), time spent on the post, matching referring to the similarity of previous
interactions, sharing in private messages, degree of connection (posts from accounts with which the
audience has previously interacted are more visible), profile search history and timeliness/matching 
to timeline. At the same time, the ability to publish multiple photos or videos in a single post
(carousel post), the ability to search Stories by location and hashtag, the ability to tag posts as paid
partnerships, and recommended posts were introduced.

2018 The algorithm considers engagement, customisation, interest, views, comments and retention of
posts, sharing via a link or private message and engagement and responses to Stories.

2019 Introducing dark mode; the ability to hide the Like Counter; introducing accounts for creators; the
ability to create and add custom AR (Augmented Reality) filters to Stories; introducing an external
Threads messenger; disabling Following Activity; multiupload on Stories; the ability to upload the
same photos to multiple profiles. Limiting the ability to run multiple accounts to five accounts at
once. Ability to run collections within profiles. Ability to make purchases in profile. Possibility of
making live broadcasts. Algorithm displays content based on matching interests, relationship with the
user and time spent in the application. The ability to place ads appears in the Explore tab. Test phase
of Reels, a format that mimics the solution offered by the TikTok platform, allowing creation and
editing of advanced videos inside the platform. The ability to schedule posts from the browser with
Creator Studio. Ability to tag paid collaborations and sponsored posts.

2020 The algorithm considers the time of publication (from publication to viewing by the observer), 
the relationship with the account (reactions to posts and relationships, DM — Direct Message —
communication), the frequency of opening the application, the number of observed accounts, and the
interests of the observer (likes, observations, shares of other accounts and content, time spent 
in the application). Guides are among the new features, allowing the creation of guides/directories. 
The appearance of suggested posts was also introduced.
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Cont. table 1

Date 
of Description of changes

change

2021 It was made public in June 2021 that there is no single algorithm on Instagram. Algorithms are
dedicated to different parts of the platform: Feed, Explore, Reels. The Feed and Reels ranking takes
into account publication data (post popularity, location, video length), account data (likelihood of
viewer interest, number of interactions with other profiles), observer activity (e.g., number and type
of posts previously liked) and history of observer interactions with the profile. For News, the various
probabilities of an observer spending a few seconds on a post, of commenting on a post, of liking, of
saving and of clicking from a post to a profile picture are considered. In the case of the Explore tab,
the selection of content results from an analysis of interest in the topics of a particular profile by both
the observer and other observers. Related content results from sharing interests with other observers.
Then, as in other algorithms, the probability of liking, saving and sharing a post is taken into
account. The position of the material in Explore is derived from the publication data, account, user
activity and interaction history with the profile publishing the photo/video. In both Reels and Explore,
content comes mostly from accounts that are not followed by users. The Reels algorithm takes into
account the various probabilities of watching a video to the end, of liking it, of the content being
entertaining and of going to the page of added audio. The position of the reels themselves in Reels
depends on whether the user has been active on the site recently (what reels they have liked,
commented on), whether the user had a previous history of interaction with the profile, information
about the publication (here the question of popularity is taken into account in addition to the audio
track, and the understanding of the content based on the analysis of pixels and frames of the video)
and information about the popularity of the publishing account. Among the new features, there are
Captions, i.e. transcription of spoken text, statistics of Reels and Instagram Live, the possibility of the
Live feature being used by four people at the same time, Remix enabling the creation of Reels 
in response to others, and professional dashboard.

Source: Own study.

Is Influencer Marketing a Solution?

Since doubts prevail widely concerning the veracity of the information
made available through social media platforms in particular and the
Internet in general, several areas of the economy and multiple facets of its
operation, especially businesses whose primary marketing modus operandi
involves using an online mode of information propagation, are faced with
the crises of loss of trust, and credibility being called into question; such 
a situation poses a significant challenge that could be potentially overcome
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by running an online campaign explaining 'things from the enterprise's
point of view'. (Pasek, 2018). In their case, effective communication is one
of the critical factors in building brand awareness on the market, and
reliable information is also a tool to build a true identity of the company.
Companies exposed, on the one hand, to the activities of unfair competition
and demanding customers and, on the other hand, to difficult-to-predict
changes in algorithms affecting the visibility of published content began to
see the benefits of working with influencers. These are individuals who, as
a result of their activity on the Internet, have gained the trust of their
observers, thus becoming influential persons, especially about purchasing
decisions and attitudes of buyers towards brands, or more broadly defined,
ideas. These are known as influencers because they are people who
formulate specific opinions and influence their recipients with the content
they create, typically through selected channels on social media. The idea
of brand ambassadors is nothing new. The first-known ambassador was
Queen Charlotte, who represented the Queen's Ware line of Wedgwood
brand back in the 18th century. Recommendations from well-known and
respected personalities have effectively influenced consumer choices for
centuries. The turn of the 20th century, ushering in the development of
technology, introduced the possibility of mass communication; and the
advantages of television, radio and newspaper advertising addressed at 
a large audience became a much more practical solution for entrepreneurs,
with regard especially to the wide-range of communication possibilities
offered by these new media. It was not until the advent of the Internet and
a turn away from traditional media, especially among the younger
generation, that companies again began to see the potential of non-
-standard solutions, including the potential of influencers who combined all
the features of former brand ambassadors with the high reach of mass
media. It is worth noting that 2021 in Poland was characterised by the
advantage of online advertising over TV advertising, amounting to 42.7%
and 42.4%, respectively. The remaining 14.9% of the advertising market
consisted of radio advertising (7.4%), outdoor advertising (3.8%),
magazines and dailies (total 3.1%) and cinema advertising (0.6%)
(https://interaktywnie.com/biznes/newsy/biznes/rynek-reklamowy-w-
polsce-wiekszy-niz-przed-pandemia-na-czele-reklama-online-261981,
2022). If we additionally consider the activity of Internet users in blocking
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online ads and the phenomenon of the so-called banner blindness
(https://www.emarketing.pl/reklama-internetowa/slepota-banerowa-
dlaczego-internauci-ignoruja-reklamy/, 2022), then influencer marketing
seems to be an attractive solution for the institution of an effective
mechanism for brand propagation. .

The estimated value of the influencer marketing market in 2022 will
reach $15 billion. Considering the 2019 market value of $9 billion, there is
a great interest in this kind of activity in the world
(https://raportstrategiczny.iab.org.pl/raport/influencer-marketing/, 2022).
Also, in Poland, cooperation with influencers is becoming increasingly
popular. The LTTM network paid out US$ 42 million to influencers, and the
estimates of the value of the influencer market in Poland on the Instagram
platform increased from US$ 18.7 million in 2019 to US$ 22.7 million in
2020 (https://raportstrategiczny.iab.org.pl/raport/influencer-marketing/,
2022). Unfortunately, the influencer marketing market in Poland is not
researched in terms of advertising expenses dedicated to cooperation with
influencers, and thus it is difficult to say what percentage of the advertising
pie these activities represent. It is especially worth emphasising that brand-
related activities and recommendations of influencers enjoy a maximum of
71% trust so far as consumers are concerned, whereas trust above 80% is
only achieved by recommendations of friends (89%) and by the brand's
website (84%). On the other hand, advertising activities on the Internet do
not enjoy a high level of trust among Internet users. Banner ads are
distrusted by 38% of them, social media and search engine ads are
distrusted by 36% of respondents, 34% of Internet users consider ads on
mobile devices to be untrustworthy and 33% of Internet users consider
online videos to be untrustworthy (https://annualmarketingreport.nielsen.com/
wp-content/uploads/sites/16/pdf/full_report_1649855483_4140011690.pdf,
2022).

In addition to the issues of trust and changes in media consumption,
including traditional media, mainly among the young audience, who
typically tend to belong to generation Z, significant is the phenomenon of
the emergence of solid ties between the influencer and his audience.
According to the Nielsen report, especially in the last 2 years, a period
associated with the pandemic and very often the need to physically restrict
social contact, the relationship between influencers and their followers has
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grown significantly, and influencers themselves began to be seen as one of
the most reliable sources of information about brands and sales channels.
Indeed, the source of this success, particularly the bonds built, is the
perception of influencers as 'people from the neighbourhood'. Influencers
who do not belong to the category of 'celebrity influencers' are usually
ordinary Internet users who share their passions and daily choices and
regularly report on events in their lives. What is particularly attractive is
that the influencer market is very diverse, making it possible to choose a
specific influencer in terms of the desired topic and the reach or number of
followers. Any brand can work with an influencer, even brands with small
advertising budgets. The popularity arising from the results achieved is not
only mega influencers with several million followers or celebrity
influencers with similar reach but also micro or nano influencers who are
followed by a smaller audience. According to Omnicore data, for every 
$1 invested in influencer marketing activities on Instagram, marketers
reach $5.20 (https://www.omnicoreagency.com/instagram-statistics/, 2022).
It makes this marketing activity worth considering and including in the
brand's promotional mix. Of course, influencers can only influence their
audience if they can both gain and maintain their attention (Hearn 
& Schoenhoff, 2015).

Methodology

In order to identify the impact of algorithms on the freedom and
effectiveness of social media communication, it was decided to conduct 
a narrative literature review. In addition to the methodology of 
a systematic literature review, a narrative review of the literature is
applied, especially in cases where there are few scientific papers on the
topic under study (Rozkwitalska, 2016). Establishing the state of
knowledge in the research subject up to the present time is important for
conducting empirical studies and creating new knowledge (Czakon, 2015).
It should be mentioned that by effectiveness, the author means the
message's visibility to the social media user and not its persuasive function.
For this purpose, the Web of Science database was searched using the
words and phrases 'algorithm' or 'algorithms' or 'filter bubble' or
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'algorithmic power' and 'Instagram' and 'marketing' and 'social media' and
'influencer', considering all search fields. The decision to choose the words
'marketing' and 'Instagram' was dictated by the specificity of the analysed
issue, which should refer to marketing activities using the most popular
influencer marketing platform. Research shows that most marketers (89%)
and consumers (65%) indicate the Instagram platform as the most popular
choice for influencer marketing activities and influencer followings
(https://www.fourstarzz.com/post/instagram-influencer-marketing, 2022).
Instagram is also indicated as the platform of choice by 78% of marketers
worldwide for influencer marketing activities (https://www.tractionwise.com/
wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Industry-Report-2021-Final.pdf, 2022). The
author then narrowed the results to articles in peer-reviewed journals in
behavioural sciences, communication, business and economics and
narrowed the date range from 2016, when Instagram abandoned the
chronological display of content, to the present. The results were then
narrowed to publications in English, yielding 12 articles. As a result of the
content analysis, eight articles were rejected due to the lack of references
to the Instagram platform and lack of relevance to the issue under study.

Discussion

The final analysis was conducted on four articles. In them, the authors
draw attention to the invisible influence of algorithms on social media
activities (Cotter, 2019) and the peculiar game that content creators seem
to be playing, in which identifying the 'rules' of algorithms is fundamental.
Cotter (2019) calls this the 'visibility game' while pointing out the
significant role of influencers in working out visibility rules, which can
guide brands and help identify behaviours that improve publication
visibility. Algorithms significantly impact the visibility of communications
and mainly influence the structure of experiences and social realities on
social media, although not necessarily user behaviour (Cotter, 2019).
Influencers, as people who care about visibility and reaching their
followers, place great importance on collecting information about how
algorithms work: they read expert blogs, participate in discussions and
collect examples of actions. Research by Cotter (2019) shows that
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influencers are mainly interested in two areas of information: information
that reveals what influences the visibility of communication (such as the
choice of hashtags, ideas for building engagement or the times and
frequency of publication) and what are the acceptable boundary behaviours
(such as what is perceived as spam, or what tools are acceptable to use by
the Instagram platform). It includes the phenomenon of shadowbanning,
which involves limiting the visibility of posts due to violating the platform's
rules, virtually blocking the reaching of new audiences and expanding the
reach of posts (Cotter, 2021).

Certainly, influencers, for whom visibility is one of their primary
activities, based on their experiences, see in advance and recognise signals
of censorship, discrimination or unequal application of policies (Cotter,
2021). Gaenssle and Budzinski (2019) refer to the algorithm as part of
effectively serving advertising messages to the most tailored audience. The
authors show the algorithm discussed so far in a different context as 
a supportive tool for optimising corporate advertising spending. They
emphasise the importance of experience in dealing with algorithms that
determine the visibility of content for web developers. They also point out
that experience resulting from time spent on the platform and constant
experimentation to improve content visibility become factors that build an
influencer's expert position and create a barrier to entry for new creators.
Gaenssle and Budzinski (2019) refer, like Cotter, to the notion of a 'game'
while emphasising that winning (in this case with an algorithm or 
a recommender system) can create a snowball effect and improve the
visibility of a given influencer. O'Meara (2019), on the other hand, refers to
the problem of algorithms influencing the working conditions of digital
creators by identifying 'worker resistance' activities. As an example, he
gives bottom-up constituted groups, providing each other support by giving
likes, shares, mentions and comments, which are measures of engagement.
Engagement is a crucial element of the algorithm on the Instagram
platform. Unlike Cotter, who presents a 'game' approach to visibility that
assumes a rather individual and even expert dimension, the author sees
visibility efforts on the platform as a collective effort by a specific
community. One of the effects achieved by influencers by engaging in
'engagement pods' is also the professional building of an audience base that
attracts brands interested in cooperation and improves the influencer's
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negotiating position when establishing the terms of advertising cooperation
with an interested company. However, these activities also face criticism
from influencers who see them as fraud (O'Meara, 2019).

Conclusion

There are still many open questions and issues in the field of influencer
marketing that need to be explored or verified. The social impact of the
content generated by Internet users, especially by influencers, is gaining
importance. Influencers are becoming a kind of 'creative enterprise' by
transforming their activity and presence on social media platforms into 
a product consumed by the acquired audience and as an advertising
medium for advertisers (O'Meara, 2019). To what extent can activities
using social influence enter the canon of marketing tools and contribute to
generating recognisable and comparable effects? Indeed, by observing the
activities of social platforms, we can see efforts being made to impose
specific rules for publishing and serving content that is shared not only by
brands but also by digital creators.

The shift from chronological publishing of materials shared by profiles
to mechanisms serving photos and videos according to a planned scheme is
supposed to, on the one hand, improve the visibility of valuable content,
but, on the other hand, it introduces many conditions to be met.
Additionally, the visibility of observed profiles was reduced by serving in
the news not only content published by observed profiles but also ads and
sponsored content. Considering the time users spend browsing Instagram,
published posts compete for attention with advertising and sponsored
posts. A review of the changes that took place in the algorithm and content
ranking mechanisms on Instagram, especially the changes introduced after
2020, further indicates the great importance of creating thoughtful and
consistent content. In this dimension, better results can be observed by
influencers with a clearly defined profile of activity. Influencers whose
activity is diverse may face difficulties in reaching a broad audience.

The issue under discussion and the method used have some limitations.
Changes related to algorithms are being made all the time, and information
about them is not widely available. The literature analysis conducted also
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has its limitations. A review of other databases could identify additional
scientific publications for analysis. The number of articles referring to the
issue in question remains small and raises the need for further research
that could provide answers to additional questions. To what extent does the
visibility of content moderated by algorithms affect aspects of consumer
perception and behaviour and brand image? How can knowledge of
algorithms among influencers determine their negotiating position with
brands?

What are the implications of the above considerations for brand owners?
Online marketing is one of the technology trends impacting marketing and
online sales (Trzmielak & Zehner, 2018). Advertised and suggested posts
appearing in the news can be successfully used to improve the visibility of
the brand profile or promoted content. On the other hand, openly reaching
out to the community of influencers and presenting the brand as 
a perpetually improving continuum that has arisen and is being maintained
as an outcome of cooperation between its creators and the providers of
feedback on the various digital platforms is a chance to build engaging
content and context in which to display the brand among an interested
audience.  However, bearing in mind the limitations described above, when
deciding to work with an influencer, it is worthwhile to pay attention to the
profile of their activity, especially its consistency and uniformity, in
addition to several essential criteria such as reach, audience profile,
engagement of followers and authenticity of the influencer. It would help if
managers also considered to what extent the cooperation with an
influencer will be an essential element of the brand's promotional mix.
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